Chicken Dance – Lawrence Welk
(Key of C, 96 BPM ‘cut time’ polka – no voc) – 8/28/15

I  Keys: (G)-2X (G ,,- 16th note drums-horns ,)

V1  Band: (C) (G7)-2X (C)-2X (G7)-2X (C)
    Claps: meas 2, 4, 6, 8 ( ,,-x x-x x , )

C  (C)-2X (C) (G7) (G7)-2X (G7)
    (C-C/A  C/G-C/E  C ,,-C/G  C/A-C/B)

V2  (same)

C  (same)

V3  (same)

C  (same) tempo change: last 2 beats meas 8 (76 BPM)

V4  (same) gradually speed up to 112 BPM

V5  continue speed up to 132 BPM by end of song
    (same) last meas: (C-C/A  C/G-C/E  C  C!)